Creatures D6 / Fyrnock
Name: Fyrnock
Type: Asteroid Dwelling Predator
Dexterity: 3D
Perception: 2D
Search: tracking 4D
Strength: 4D
Special Abilities
Bite: STR+1D damage
Sensitive Vision: +1D to tracking.
Sensitivity to Solar Radiation: Fyrnocks take series burns
from Solar Radiation, with direct sunlight causing them a 2D
attack each round, so they will avoid it if at all possible.
Skin color: Purple, brown
Eye color: Yellow, red
Move: 15
Size: 2.48 meters
Description: Fyrnocks were silicon-based creatures found inhabiting Fort Anaxes, a military base used by
the Grand Army of the Republic during the Clone Wars. Fyrnocks were hurt by sunlight and could only
live under the cover of darkness, in which they became fierce predators. However, they are immune to
lights that are not solar-based. Fyrnocks were typically the size of a small humanoid, but at least one was
known to grow much larger. Hera Syndulla and Sabine Wren encountered fyrnocks on Fort Anaxes many
years after the Clone Wars. Later, Jedi Knight Kanan Jarrus and his apprentice Ezra Bridger returned to
Fort Anaxes, hoping to lure the Grand Inquisitor into a trap. Using the Force, they were able to convince
the Fyrnocks to attack the Inquisitor and his Imperial Stormtroopers. While the Fyrnocks were ultimately
unable to defeat the Inquisitor, they did manage to take down several of the Stormtroopers.
Variations
At least one Fyrnock was known to be many times the size of standard fyrnocks. This creature was far
more dangerous than standard fyrnocks, being, in fact, the mother of all fyrnocks. Years after the Clone
Wars, Jedi Padawan Ezra Bridger summoned this fyrnock, but had to tap into the power of the dark side
to do so. The fyrnock put up a vicious fight against the Inquisitor, buying Ezra and Kanan necessary time
to escape, but Ezra was briefly knocked unconscious and left shivering by the unexpected power of the
dark side energy that he had summoned.
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